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D. making fallback versions to protect against data corruption

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 42
What is the main purpose of the IBM Global Parallel File System at the core of IBM
SONAS?

A. to patch together multiple file systems as though they are one
B. to integrate different types of attached storage into a virtualized file system
C. to manage petabytes of data in a single file system
D. to assign key file systems to higher performance disk tiers

Answer: C

QUESTION: 43
A customer wants to perform rapid snapshot backups of just their Microsoft Exchange
database. Which IBM offering provides this functionality?

A. IBM Tivoli Storage Manager for Database
B. IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FastBack
C. IBM SAN Volume Controller FlashCopy
D. IBM Tivoli Productivity Center for Replication

Answer: B

QUESTION: 44
What are two advantages of tape over disk? (Choose two.)

A. lower price per terabyte
B. faster recovery times
C. better performance
D. safer to remove and transport

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 45
An organization wants to protect their business-critical application data from loss due to
disaster. The application must be able to return to operation within an hour, and only a few
seconds worth of data loss is acceptable. What should the sales specialist recommend?

A. point-in-time copy
B. remote disk mirroring
C. network attached storage
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D. disk virtualization

Answer: B

QUESTION: 46
Which two concepts differentiate IBM XIV System from competing EMC and HDS
offerings? (Choose two.)

A. focus on capacity, not physical drives
B. advanced features and software included in price
C. optional advanced features and software
D. focus on physical drives, not capacity

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 47
An organization wants to add 100 TB of virtualized storage to their environment while also
incorporating their existing storage systems into the same virtual storage pools.Which IBM
storage offering best meets their needs?

A. IBM Storwize V7000
B. IBM XIV System
C. IBM DS8000
D. IBM N series Gateway

Answer: A
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